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Guide in Using PIVOT Learner’s Material  

 

For the Parents/Guardian 

 

 This module aims to assist you, dear parents, guardians, or       

siblings of the learners, to understand how materials and activities 

are used in the new normal. It is designed to provide the information,     

activities, and new learning that learners need to work on. 

 

   Activities presented in this module are based on the Most          

Essential Learning Competencies (MELCs) for TLE (Agriculture) as  

prescribed by the Department of Education.  

 

 Further, this learning resource hopes to engage the learners in 

guided and independent learning activities at their own pace and 

time. Furthermore, this also aims to help learners acquire the needed 

21st century skills while taking into consideration their needs and 

circumstances. 

 

For the Learners 

 
The module is designed to suit your needs and interests using 

the IDEA instructional process. This will help you attain the  
prescribed grade-level knowledge, skills, attitude, and values at your 
own pace outside the normal classroom setting.  
 

 The module is composed of different types of activities that are 
arranged according to graduated levels of difficulty—from simple to 
complex. You are expected to answer all activities on separate 

sheets of paper and submit the outputs to your respective teachers 
on the time and date agreed upon.  



 

 

  Parts of the LM Description 

 

What I need to 

know 

The teacher utilizes appropriate strategies in  

presenting the MELC and desired learning outcomes 

for the day or week, purpose of the lesson, core  

content and relevant samples. This allows  teachers  

to maximize  learners awareness of their own 

knowledge as regards content and skills required  for 

the lesson 

What is new 

 

What I know 

The teacher presents activities, tasks , contents  of  

value and interest to the learners. This shall expose 

the learners on what he/she knew, what he /she does 

not know and what she/he wanted to know and learn. 

Most of the activities and tasks must simply and  

directly revolved around the concepts  to develop and 

master  the skills or the MELC. 

What is in 

What is it 

 

What is more 

The teacher allows the learners  to be engaged in  

various tasks and opportunities  in building their 

KSA’s to meaningfully connect their learnings after 

doing the tasks in the D. This part exposes the  

learner to real life  situations /tasks that shall ignite 

his/ her interests to meet the expectation, make their 

performance satisfactory or produce a product or  

performance which  lead him/ her to understand fully 

the skills and concepts . 

What I can do 

What else I can 

do 

 
What I have 

learned 

The teacher brings  the learners  to a process  where 

they shall demonstrate ideas, interpretation, mindset 

or values and create  pieces of information  that will 

form part  of their knowledge in reflecting, relating or 

using it effectively in any situation  or context. This 

part encourages learners in creating conceptual  

structures giving them the avenue to integrate  new 

and  old learnings. 

What I can 

achieve 
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PARTS OF PIVOT LEARNER’S MATERIAL 

          This module is a resource of information and guide in  

understanding  the Most Essential Learning Competencies (MELCs). 

Understanding the target contents and skills can be further  

enriched thru the  K to 12  Learning Materials  and other  

supplementary materials such as worksheets/activity sheets  

provided by schools and/or Schools Division Offices and thru other 

learning delivery modalities including radio-based and TV-based  

instruction (RB/TVI).  

 

                                                                  CLMD CALABARZON 



 

 

At the end of the lesson, you will be able to discuss the importance of 

planting and propagating trees, fruit-bearing trees and marketing 

seedlings, determine the benefits derived from planting trees and fruit 

bearing trees to families and communities and identify successful orchard 

growers in the community or adjacent communities. 

I 

Planting and Propagating Trees 

Lesson 
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"“The best friend on earth of man is the tree. When we use the tree          

respectfully and economically, we have one of the greatest resources  
on the earth.” 

 
― Frank Lloyd Wright  



 

 

 Our country has a lot of non-bearing fruit trees  that can be planted 

in both rural and urban areas, they are the Narra, Yakal, Apitong, Acacia, 

Ipil-Ipil, Indian Tree, Palm Tree, Bamboo Tree, Alibangbang, Fire Tree, Pine 

Tree, Indian Tree, Rubber Tree, Molave, Mahogany and many more. 
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 Some of the common fruit-bearing trees includes Duhat,             

RambutanMango, Lychee, Santol, Guava, Coconut, Aratiles, Orange/

Dalandan , Camachile, Pomelo, Mangosteen, Atis, Durian, Langka, Pili, 

Chico, Cashew, Banana, Star Apple, Avocado, Guyabano, Longan , 

Balimbing, Cacao, Rambutan, Lychee, Guava, Aratiles, Camachile,       

Mangosteen, Durian, Pili, Cashew Star Apple, Guyabano, Balimbing and 

many more. 
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Successful Orchard Growers in the Philippines 

 

If you get to know the success stories of our country’s top orchard 

growers, you would never  imagine how they got to where they are now. 

Their hard work, determination, and will to succeed is truly worth 

emulating. Below are three of our successful orchard growers: 

 

Editha Aguinaldo Dacuycuy 

 

 Manang Editha ventured into the dragon fruit business when she 

was told how the fruit can help relieve constipation problems – a condition 

common to cerebral palsy patients. Her daughter, Kate, was suffering from 

this ailment. Selling at Php 450.00 per kilo, dragon fruit was too expensive 

for Editha, so she decided to raise her own fruits in their backyard. From a 

small plot, they now own a 10-hectare property. Dubbed as “Dragon Lady”, 

Manang Editha, together with her husband and daughter, Mimie Mildred), 

also expanded their business into dragon fruit ice cream, vegan dragon 

fruit lumpia, wine, vinegar, and even empanadita, dumplings, and burger 

patties. Located in Barangay Paayas, Burgos, IlocosNorte, REFMAD Farms 

( Rare Eagle Forest Marine and Agricultural Development) is now an 

agritourism showcase offering research and livelihood training to fellow 

Ilocanos and interested farmers. No less than President NOYNOY Aquino 

awarded Manang Editha for her hardwork, as well as other well- known 

awarding bodies. Her farm has a steady market in neighboring provinces in 

Ilocos Norte and Metro Manila.  Dole Philippines orders in bulk, while 

hotels in Ilocos Norte are their regular clients.  
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Alfredo M. Yao  

 

 The “Juice King of the Philippines, also owns a farm in Negros 

Occidental aside from Zest – O Corporation. At 12 years old, he lost his 

father and grew up doing odd jobs to help his mother feed her family of six 

children. One of his jobs was working in a warehouse of a packaging 

company. Encouraged by the promising profitability of a packaging format 

in Europe (Doypack), he bought one and tried to market the machine to 

local juice manufacturers. When no factory took notice, he made his own 

fruit juice and launched what was to become one of the biggest local juice 

brands. 

 

Patricio Base  

 

 With his 3 hectare plantation of watermelons, honeydew melons, and 

papaya, he produces crops year-round in Alicia, Isabela. He was able to 

send his four children to college with his earnings. He used to grow rice 

before venturing into watermelons. He said there was no money in planting 

rice, but now with melons, one can even hit the jackpot. In July 2013, he 

planted Diana watermelons in 3,500 square meters and got 12 tons worth 

Php 480.00. 
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Successful Orchard Growers in the Community or Adjacent             

communities: 

 

1. Sinura Pampanga Farm (San Fernando, Pampanga) 

     It has 1000 guapple trees, few mango trees and calamansi. 

 

2. Anon, Florida Blanca Farm 

Has fruit bearing trees, 600 calamansi, 35 mango and other assort-

ed fruits. 

 

3. Sta. Ana Mango Farm has 50 income generating mango trees and 

 fish pond. 

 

4. Mango Farm, Magalang , Pampanga 

Has mango and other fruit bearing trees. 

 

5. Fruit Farm – Mitula Homes, San Fernando, Pampanga 

This is a dragon fruit farm. 
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       Column A 

_____  1.Windbreaker 

_____  2. Wood 

_____  3. Lumber 

_____  4. Paper 

_____  5. Rubber 

_____  6. Turpentine 

_____  7. Erosion 

_____  8. Sugar 

_____  9. Carbon dioxide 

_____ 10.Oxygen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Column B 

a. extracted from wood pulp of sugar 

plant 

b. product made from fiber harvested 

from wood pulp of trees 

c. derived from sap of some trees 

d. the product produced from juice of 

some trees 

e. slows down speed of typhoons/storms 

f. this is what man gives off 

g. major source of fiber for the            

production of pulp and paper 

h. this is what trees give off 

i. processed wood used to construct 

houses for man and animals 

Learning Task 1: Match column A with column B. Write the letters of 

the correct  answer on the blank. 

D 
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Reproduction and propagation of trees and fruit –bearing trees are 

sources of livelihood for many Filipino families. Nowadays, many people 

engage in these as sources of additional income for their daily needs.   

Fruit –bearing trees can be planted in agricultural land or simply in our      

backyard depending on the following factors: the availability of the space, 

the kind of soil, and the type of climate in the locality. The pupils should 

be able to demonstrate understanding of scientific practices in planting 

and propagating trees and fruit bearing trees. 

 

It is important, however, to first learn the benefits derived from 

planting and propagating trees and fruit-bearing trees to families and 

communities. This lesson will discuss the different benefits. Learners will 

try to identify successful orchard growers in the country. At the same 

time, the lesson will present sources of fruit-bearing seedlings for sale. In 

addition, this lesson will also present the latest data on the volume of   

production of the most in demand fruit crops in the country.  
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Why is there a need for plant propagation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plant propagation is the process of reproducing or creating a new 

plant or seedling. It is an important part of gardening, whether outdoors 

or indoors. Plants are living things that grow either through their roots, 

stems and leaves or their flowers, fruits, and seeds. It is a method of    

growing new plants from the different parts of existing plants. 
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Benefits Derived From Planting Trees and Fruit-Bearing Trees 

To Families And Communities 

 Trees are valuable to the family and the community for the products 

and amenities they give such as: 

1. food like fruits, vegetables, nuts, and sugar 

2. wood used as fuel for cooking and heating 

3. construction materials which include lumber, plywood, and board 

4. fiber for the production of pulp and paper; and 

5. chemical products such as resin, rubber, and turpentine. 

 

Other Benefits Derived from Trees 

 There are benefits derived from trees to maintain a healthy           

environment. Some of these benefits include: 

1. They provide shade and fresh air around the house and, along the 

 streets and surroundings. Trees are very much needed by people in  

 these times of climate change when the temperature is high and the 

 heat of the sun becomes intense. Without trees, there are no  shades 

 to keep us cool. 

 

2. They protect the soil from erosion. Have you seen big roots that ex

 tend several meters from the trunk or go deeper into the soil? These 

 roots hold the soil, preventing it from eroding when rain or floods 

 comes. 

 

3. They help maintain high quality water supply. The roots of plants 

and trees help strain the dirt and cleanse the water as it passes 

through the roots. 
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4. The root system promotes soil stability. This means that the soil 

 held by the roots remain there and prevent erosion. 

 

5. They serve as valuable wildlife habitats. Wild animals live in places 

 with many trees like that of a forest. 

 

6. They serve as windbreakers during typhoons and storms, thus,        

 reducing the destruction of home and agricultural crops. A typhoon 

 that is strong usually moves at a very fast speed. It continues to be 

 that strong if there are no barriers on the path where it moves. But 

 when it passes barriers like mountains and trees, it slows down 

 and its speed is reduced. Small crops and plants as well as houses 

 are safe when typhoon is weak. 

 

7. They help reduce pollutions in congested urban areas. Remember 

 that trees take in carbon dioxide emitted from vehicles that belches 

 smoke. The more trees present, the less amount of carbon dioxide 

 is in the air. 

 

8. They contribute to the beautiful landscapes in the city and the 

countryside. Imagine a land with plenty of trees, grass and         

scattering of flowers of varied colors, sizes, and shapes. 

 

9. They improve the atmosphere of a place by giving a feeling of      

freshness and coolness as they reduce temperature.  

10. They prevent river and lake sedimentation. Have you observed a 

river bank that is lined endlessly with full-grown trees? These trees 

help hold the water in the lake and river and keep it there. This pre-

vents the lake and river from drying up. 

 

11. They prevent flood. Flood occur when water from rain rushes in 

causing soil erosion. However, if there are trees to serve as barriers 

and the roots to hold the water, flood will be prevented. 
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Learning Task 2: Write T if the statement is true and F if it is false. 

Write your answers in your notebook. 

 

_______  1. Trees are man’s source of food. 

_______  2. Trees gives off carbon dioxide. 

_______  3. Man needs carbon dioxide to live. 

_______  4. Resin is a chemical derived from trees. 

_______  5. Too many trees cause pollution. 

_______  6. A healthy environment is an environment full or trees. 

_______  7. It is alright to cut trees for as long as they are                

  replenished. 

_______  8. Reforestation is the process of planting new trees in  

  place of  old ones that have been cut down. 

_______  9. When trees slow down the speed of a typhoon, they act  

  as   wind breakers. 

_______  10. Roots of trees hold the soil and water, thus, preventing  

soil erosion and flood. 

 

E 
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Learning Task 3: How often do you practice the following activities? Put a 

check (/) in the column that fits your answer. 

 

Practices Always Some-

times 

Never 

1. I enjoy going to places and playground 

with plenty of trees. 

      

2. I help plant trees at home and at 

school. 

      

3. I feel that planting seedlings of trees, 

even in the pots and cans, is a worthwhile      

activity. 

      

4. I join in beautifying our neighbourhood 

by planting trees/plants. 

      

5. I help cut down a tree at home because 

it was growing out of place. 

      

6. I join a planting-tree activity in school    

because it is one of our projects in TLE. 

      

7. I help conserve trees by encouraging     

others to plant. 

      

8. I help preserve our surrounding by       

telling others not to cut trees. 

      

9. I do take care and conserve trees.       

10. I take care of my small garden at 

home because this is one way of caring for 

the trees. 
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Learning Task 4: Answer the questions below in five (5) sentences. You 

can cite examples. Write your answers in your notebook. 

 

1. What are the benefits of planting fruits and non – bearing fruit trees? 

            

             

2. How do trees contribute to a healthy and safe environment?   

            

             

3. What are the benefits of having a skill in planting trees? 

NAME OF TREES BENEFITS 

1. 

 

  

2. 

 

 

 

  

3. 

 

 

 

  

4. 

 

 

 

  

5. 
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Trees are important to the family and community as they are 

sources of food, lumber for construction of houses, fiber for paper, fuel for 

cooking, and chemicals like resin and turpentine. Trees provide ben-

efits to the environment. Some of these are: 1) they protect the soil from 

erosion; 2) they help maintain high quality water supplies; 3) their root 

system promotes soil stability; 4) they serve as valuable wildlife     habitat; 

5) they are attractive and effective wind breakers: 6) they prevent floods; 

and 7) they prevent lake and river sedimentation, etc. 

Learning Task 5: Write at least five benefits derived from planting trees 

and fruit bearing trees to families and communities. 

1.________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. _______________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. _______________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

A 
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Learning Task 6: Answer the following questions:  

 

 1. What are the importance of planting and propagating trees.  

   

 

 

 

  

 2. Why is it important to plant fruit-bearing trees? 

 

 

 

 

 

 3.  Is it important to market seedlings? Why? 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

____________________________________ 
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Learning Task 7: Identify successful orchard growers in the community 

or adjacent communities. Write the answer on your notebook. 

 

1. With his 3 hectare plantation of watermelons, honeydew melons, and 

papaya, he produces crops year-round in Alicia, Isabela.  

 

2. She ventured into the dragon fruit business when she was told how the 

fruit can help relieve constipation problems – a condition common to 

cerebral palsy patients.  

 

3. He is the “Juice King of the Philippines, also owns a farm in Negros Oc-

cidental aside from Zest – O Corporation.  

 

4. It has 1000 guapple trees, few mango trees and calamansi.  

 

5. Has fruit bearing trees, 600 calamansi, 35 mango and other assorted 

fruits. 
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 Answer  Key 

What I know What’s More Assessment 

E 
G 
I 
B 
D 
C 
J 
A 
F 

H 

Set A 
T 
F 
F 
T 
F 
T 
T 
T 
T 
 T 

Set C 
Patricio Base 
Editha Aguinaldo Dacuycuy 
Alfredo M. Yao 
Sinura Pampanga Farm 
Anon, Florida Blanca Farm 
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